
  

Skillful Networking Increases Kinnear Office Furnishings’ Contacts 30% 

Smith Training and Consulting bolsters viable lead opportunities 

 

No matter how great the sales team, if they can’t get in front of the right decision maker, their time is lost. And often, so 

is the sale.  

“One of the toughest problems for our sales team is identifying who in a company we need to contact,” said Janice Bell, 

CEO at Kinnear Office Furnishings. “Sometimes the office manager is in charge of furnishings and office space. But it can 

just as easily be the CEO!” 

The Challenge: How to Identify the Right Contacts 

Kinnear provides interior design for companies, a valuable service but not always 

easy to sell. Relying extensively on networking to connect with the appropriate 

business buyer, Bell knew the most direct line to getting her team in the right 

door was improving their interactive skills.  

Considering several courses, Bell understood trading sales time for training had 

to result in both improved performance and techniques that could quickly be put 

into action. “We needed our sales team to be able to hit the ground running,” 

she said.  

And then a colleague told her about Smith Training and Consulting and their 

Networking for Sales Results program. Their training is based on the philosophy 

that networking is the number one skill sales people must master to succeed in 

today’s selling environment. 

 

The Solution: Learning to Network the Beneficial Way 

Using their flagship program, Kinnear’s sales team learned the most effective 

ways to contact and land appointments with new prospects. 

Participating in Smith Training and Consulting’s 5 Step Networking Method 

included: 

 A two-day workshop on-site 

 12 on-line accessible 20-minute modules for team members to practice 

what they’ve learned 

 Six month support and one-to-one coaching while they master their new 

skills 

And Kinnear is already seeing impressive results.  

Bell estimates the program increased their ability to gain the right contact information by 20% to 30%. 

“Without a doubt, it’s a very effective program, especially for sales teams like ours that rely on networking to build 

sales,” Bell said. “I’d highly recommend it.” 
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“Right from the first 

module, there were tips 

and tactics that our 

sales team could 

implement right away.” 

Janice Bell CEO 
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